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SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF N POINTS

WITH MAXIMAL DISTANCE SUMS ARE WELL SPACED

KENNETH B. STOLARSKY

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that if N  points are placed on the unit sphere

in Euclidean 3-space so that the sum of the distances which they deter-

mine is maximal, then the distance between any two points is at least

2/3/V.   Results for sums of   Xth  powers of distances are also given.

The following problem is open: How should one place N points p.,

• • • , pN on the surface of the unit sphere U in E3 (i.e. on x + y + z2 = l)

so that the sum of the distances which they determine is maximal? Many

closely related problems have been studied; see for example [l]—[lO]. Here

we show that the points must be "well spaced" in the sense that no two

can be closer than a distance of 2/3N. In fact, we will show a bit more.

Let   \p. - p ,|  denote the Euclidean distance between  p-  and p..

Theorem.    Let  0 < \ < 2.  If p¡, • • ■ , pN are placed on x2 + y2 + z2 = 1

so that

\(i) T.\Pi-p
i<i

is maximal, then for i 4 j we have

(2) \P{ - Pf\ > [4A/2X(2 + A)]1/(2- X)/V- ̂ i2-*).

We can improve the constant here, but it is more important to improve

the exponent of N.  Since min |p. - p .\ « N~ "  can be shown easily by the

pigeonhole principle for any distribution of N points on this sphere, the ex-

ponent is almost best possible for X  small.  However, it is possible (and

suggested by a result of Björck; see [3, p. 261, Remark l]) that  \p. - p \

» N-l/l  for 0< X< 2.

It is interesting to observe that spherical distributions of points with

maximal spherical distance sums are not necessarily well spaced [6], [8].

For the proof of the Theorem let pj, • • ■ , pN  maximize the sum
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(3) ZcdPi-íyD.
i<i

where G  is a continuous function defined on [O, 2] which has a fourth de-

rivative everywhere in (0,2). We will choose  G  later.  Rotate   U  so that p^

coincides with the north pole (0, 0, 1).  Let

N

^ fip)=T.Gi\p-Pi\\
2=2

and let  C  be a circle on   U  centered at py  Clearly fip^) must be at least

as large as the average value of fip) on C.  Choose spherical coordinates

id, <p)  so that any point p = ix, y, z) £ U is given by (sin <p sin 6, sin cS cos 6,

cos cp).  Thus

(5) -^fl77 f(p)dd< fiO, 0,1).

Next, let g = gix, y, z) be any function with a convergent power series

expansion

(6) gix, y,z)= £ c, *yu - D*
.     ,     , l] K.

I, J, k

about (0, 0, 1).   For (x, y, z) £ C C  U, one has for ç6   small,

A"¿/o'7gU,)''zVO-g(0'0' 1}
(7)

-   £   c,itisin cß)i+i icos cß - l)k—  C2n sinA cos> 6 d6.
i.j.k     ' 27tJo

Now the integral on the right of (7) is zero unless   i and  / are both even.

Hence when (p is small,

+ OicP4).(8) A=^W^ + ̂ I-2^
W2      dy2 dzJ

In fact (8) is clearly valid under the weaker assumption that all partial de-

rivatives of g of order at most four exist.

Let  q = (x0, y0, zQ) £ U be fixed.  We now set gip) = G iu), where

u = |p - 171.  Then

dg _ dG ix - xQ)

dx ~   du ~\p~-~q~\
and

dlA=dlÁ\ (*-*o)2 + ^G (y-y0)2 + U-*0)2

dx2      ¿«2   |P-9|2   ' ^ ~       \p-q\l

Upon evaluating partíais at p = pp we find that the coefficient of ]4<p2  in

(8) is
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dLG        I     3

du 1" U     4") du

where  22 = \p. - q\.  Thus

»        A-«*2fiS
22     1- 4 J   duU + Oi<p4) = aiu)<f>2 + Oicp4).

We now replace   q by  p. , where  2 <   i < N, and set  22. = |p, - p.|   so

(9) becomes

(10) A. = Mfl("P<A2 + 0(co4).

Assume now that the sum (4) is maximal.   Let  s  be the number of points p¿

which coincide with  p., and let every point on  C make the small angle cp

with (0, 0, 1).  We apply (5), (7), (9), and (10) with g  replaced by  / (recall

(4)), and obtain

N,

(11) A = s • 227 sin <f> + <f>2 Y. flK-) + °(<¿4) < °-
2=2

Here the dashed sum is taken over those i fot which p. 4 p,. By letting

cp —> 0 we see first that s = 0, so the sum is over all 2 4 1. We then see

that the sum is at most zero, i.e.

(12) Z«(|Pi-PfD<o-
¿=2

If G iu) = 22A , where  0 < X < 2, then

aiu) = A2/4272-* - XÍX + 2)ux/l6.

Thus for any  / / 1  we have

2=2

iX-2

<'4M2 + A) X  IP,-?/ AÁXÍ2 + X)2X ■ N.
2=2

Since pj   was chosen arbitrarily, this completes the proof of the Theorem.

One can now prove many theorems of this type by varying the choice of

G.  If we take

(13) Giu) = f" thit) In
J 0

\uiA-t1)
2\H

dt,
('(4-222)1/',

then a purely formal calculation gives  0(22) = Y^hiu).  Thus if the integral
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(13) converges for hit), we have

N

(14) 2X|p,-p.|)<0
2=2

whenever the sum (3) is maximal.  In the case  G iu) = u, we have hit) = t~   -

y4t. We shall now choose hit)  so that (14) is as strong as possible.

It is not hard to show there is a function  wit) continuous on the closed

interval [0, 2] such that (13) converges when e > 0  and

(15) M/) = r2(ln(lA))-2(lnln(l/i))-1-f-Mr).

(in the case G (22) = u, the role of 2^(2)  was played by VaL)   It follows (from

(14); we suppress the details) that if (3) is maximal, then for i 4 j we have

(16) \p. - p.\ » N~l/i (In N)- '(In In N)-'72" 10£.

Here G iu) behaves like  f-1(ln ln(l/z2))e   as  22  approaches 0  from the right.

However, we know of no continuous  G  fot which (3) implies   \p. - p \ 7>> N~   .
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